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servants here. And the Lord gives different amounts of talents to differ

ent people. Now this word amount is not a good word in this connection

because there are so many different kinds of talents. The Lord gives

abilities; He gives talents unto every Christian. He gives gifts to

every Christian. If often is hard to know what they are like. But the

Lord wants us to use the gifts He has given us to the utmost. Now there

are many people who can truly serve the Lord and serve Him effectively

who do not have a particular type of brain that can accomplish .a

theological seminary couree. And some of these are used by the Lord in

a way that goes beyond what most of us are able to accomplish for Him.

It is nothing XN1( against a person if he is unable to do the

work of the seminary course. God may have other work that it is equally

important for him to give (do). But I believe that anyone who can

graduate from college can do our work if he will really apply himself

and work hard at it. A man who has to work very very hard through

4 or S yrs. to get a C average, will probably get more value out of his

course than aman who by working equally hard would get an A average but

who is satisfied with a B. The work is a very large element in the value

that we derive from the course. I have known students who have sat in

class and just sopped the material up and written papers that they would

turn in with little effort, when others would work very hard for them

and you had to give them a good mark. Sometimes a very high mark on the

paper, and yet your realize that all they had done was sponge in what

you had given and given it back to you. They had not thought a thing

through. They had not gone into the differont highways and byways and

studied different areas to tyr to get a full understanding. Imve known

people who have done this and then who have graduated and have gone

somewhere else k and have completely changed their outlook and their
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